The Material World
with Quentin Cooper

Quentin Cooper : Hello,today a single wave and a global deluge.

News report : Flood alerts remain in place across much of Southern England this evening after heavy rain left thousands of properties under water and whole communities stranded.

News report : The Italian industrial heartland around Turin has been submerged. Sixteen of the cities bridges are impassable.

News report : The race is on to save the life of a woman buried in a mud slide which wrecked a village on the Swiss-Italian border,48 hours after a wall of water crashed down on the village of Gondo,rescuers heard cries from under the debris.

News report :  In the centre of a Uckfield,shops and homes were submerged when the river Uck burst its banks. In the high street the sheer force of water smashed shop windows. The isles of a supermarket were waist deep. Fruit and tins of food washed onto the street outside.

Quentin Cooper : By 'eck,By Uck.In recent weeks we've seen that when rivers burst their banks or seas swamp flood defences,it always ends badly,and it always seems to begin with very little warning. Later,we'll look at new techniques which could dramatically improve our ability to forecast and control floods [see forecast.html@nbci]. 
First though,that single wave,spotted on a canal in Edinburgh in 1834,its ripples are now being felt across biology,physics,geology and cosmology,affecting everything from the latest telecommunications devices to the flow of our blood.

John Scott Russell : I was observing the motion of a boat,which was rapidly drawn along a narrow channel by a pair of horses,when the boat suddenly stopped. Not so the mass of water in the channel,which it had put in motion. It accumulated round the prow of the vessel in a state of violent agitation.Then suddenly leaving it behind rolled forward with great velocity,assuming the form of a large solitary elevation,a rounded,smooth and well defined heap of water,which continued its course along the channel apparently without change of form or diminution of speed.

Quentin Cooper :  What engineer John Scott Russell described is now known as a Soliton,although the term wasn't coined until 130 years later,and it also took that long to realise the significance of Russell's observation. Solitons aren't just an oddity of canals,and a possible explanation of some sightings of Nessie,but a phenomenon that plays a key role in systems from the quantum to the cosmic,and the stability of these lone waves has opened up some particularly interesting possibilities in terms of communications enabling much more information to be stuffed into a fibre optic cable.
 Well I'm joined now by two people who voluntarily spend much of their life in Soliton confinement,Alan Boardman,Professor of Applied Physics,at Salford University,and in our Edinburgh studio is Chris Ealbeck,Professor of Mathematics at Herriot Watt University.
 Chris,what did John Scott Russell actually make of his discovery?

Chris Ealbeck : Well Scott Russell realised there was something very special about that wave. He was well,read and he knew that nothing had been reported in the literature about this,and he created a...he made a wave tank in his back garden in Edinburgh about 30 feet long [Imperial again! -LB] and did lots of experiments,and discovered a lot of new properties of these waves.
Unfortunately,his colleagues and physics and mathematics in those days just dismissed this sort of wave. It was a single hump [Being a dromedary myself,I'm only waiting for the straw to snap my back! -LB] and they claimed it was just a double ripple with one half cut off,and decided it wasn't very interesting,and....

Quentin Cooper : So if his colleagues dismissed this,when did this particular wave break as news? When was it realised that this was an important phenomenon?

Chris Ealbeck : It wasn't until the 1960s. People were doing experiments on crystals, a completely different system from canals,but discovered exactly the same sort of waves,and when they did the mathematics,they discovered that the mathematics of these waves are exactly the same as the mathematics of the canal waves,

[Lending credence to a universal set of laws which mathematics accesses.Possibly because water is a molecular system,the liquid displays properties in the macro world which reflect its structure in the micro world much as crystals DO show geometry at the large scale which exists at the molecular level.The stones of Giant's Causeway (see thinkmat.html@nbci) for instance have hexagonal structure due to the molecular level -LB]

and that these were playing a very important part in the movement of atoms in crystals. So at that point Scott Russell's invention was rediscovered [Was it invented or discovered? (see thinkmat.html) -LB] and a lot of work started round about 1965.

Quentin Cooper : And this was definitely Scott Russell's work that was rediscovered,we are sure that you can get these same Solitons in canals?

Chris Ealbeck : Yes,we're fortunate at Herriot Watt University that the canal is really very close a few hundred yards away [I think the Manchester Ship canal is not far from Salford! -LB],and in 1995,I had a big conference on Solitons,and we managed to recreate the Soliton with the aid of a few friends,and a reasonable boat,and we have a nice picture of that on our website,so we have actually seen it in real life,a few years ago.

Quentin Cooper :  So Alan Boardman we've established they're not just confined to canals, they also turn up in crystals,what's your area of interest in Solitons?

Alan Boardman : Well,my area is in photonics,but just to go back to Scott Russell for a moment,he - during his life time - he began to say that solitary waves could be found everywhere [After a while of doing this,it gave people the hump -LB],and he even tried to calculate dimensions of the universe and various other things,but he was regarded as rather odd,because the "serious scientists" in inverted commas,of the day,felt that he hadn't make a correct observation,and it didn't fit with theory.

[I agree with Roger Penrose,that the vast majority of unprofessional people are just playing at science,and anyone who claims to have solved universal problems usually hasn't or has reworked an existing theory. (see gravity.html).This doesn't mean that there aren't radicals who through naivety or even through actual knowledge create heretical views that carry weight.It's as well,not to junk all such views,in case they are another Soliton case -LB]

But the great Lord Rayleigh in the middle of the 19th century,essentially got onto the right answer,and found out that one of the other great scientists was actually making an error in interpreting Scott Russell's results. So Scott Russell was very prescient,although he couldn't have known where it was going.

Quentin Cooper :  So he didn't just realise what he'd stumbled on,he also realised it had consequences right across the universe!

Alan Boardman :  He felt it was everywhere,and he was regarded later as somewhat eccentric for this,but whether he realised this in a logical way is difficult to say,but he certainly had a vision.

Quentin Cooper :   It must be a terrible curse to be so far ahead of your time,that nobody realises what you're talking about! [It is! -LB]
 Now you said you're area was photonics,now you'll have to expand upon that.

Alan Boardman :  Well photonics is the driving force of the internet Without photonics,and without optical fibres,you cannot have the internet and you can't have all the wonderful things that people are now getting and expecting,but to do this you have to transmit the information somehow,and the way you do it is to turn a laser on and off and send little pulses of light down fibres and each pulse represents a one and the absence of one represents a zero,and everybody I think now,even ordinary people will know that they all work as digitised [see sci-mat4.html -Codes,it seems even electronics goods salespeople aren't even sure -LB],and that's why companies are advertising digital TV,because it's all sent to us in one's and zeros.

[I'm not totally convinced of digitisation. Whilst the signal maintains it's integrity for longer,you either get a signal or don't. In this region HTV only comes in as a weak signal,but via analogue you get SOME signal,via digital you get no signal at all,because it's too weak.
The propensity to always have SOME signal,rather than have no signal below a threshold, seems to be in analogues favour. Similarly with analogue recording,deterioration in quality in analogue becomes missing whole chunks of sound in digital. Whilst digital is obviously great and necessary,I wonder if we haven't overlooked a benefit in analogue? 
Maybe if the analogue signal was modulated onto the digital one,a system could take most advantage of whichever signal gave the better reproduction. The best of both worlds -LB]

Quentin Cooper : So is this what we're coming back to,this property that Scott Russell observed about these waves not particularly interfering with each other,being stable,that's what helps the information that's all jumbled?

Alan Boardman :  Well,it comes into its own now,because now we're going fully into digitised communications,we're really want to know what is the property of a "one" [see one.html@nbci]. Now a one is a pulse and if we put this into a fibre,it's very bad news if we send it 3000 kilometres [Oh so now we're metric! -LB] and it spreads out and starts overlapping with all the other information.
 You can't have virtual reality systems,you can't have all the wonderful things if this happens.So somehow you've got to stop it from happening and if you go back to Scott Russell,you realise that what he saw was rather a large wave,and because it was rather a large wave all the normal rules of linear physics that people are normally taught don't apply.
 And so,if we take this largeness over to optics,we need to put a substantial power pulse into the fibre,

[I wonder if resonance might not apply here.If the frequency of the pulse is commensurate with the diameter of the cable,perhaps you could set up the equivalent of a smoke ring or self sustaining oscillation,ie like feedback,that maintained itself.Maybe this is the kind of thing Alan is getting to. The colour is an indication of frequency -LB]

and in this way the pulse will try to stop the things that cause it to spread out,and spreading out is very simple,it...each colour...each pulse is not perfectly coloured,it's a little group of colours,and each colour travels with a different speed,and you can see this by looking at a rainbow,you would not be able to see a rainbow if red and blue light didn't travel at different speeds,and so the power of the light,will try to stop the colours behaving as they do and each colour will try to move ahead of the other and this causes the pulse to spread out,but the power of the light will change the speed of the colours to compensate for its attempt to get away from each other,and that's the Soliton.

Quentin Cooper :  So Chris what we're saying here to some extent is....I love this line "all the normal rules don't apply",but presumably it's a little bit harder to say which rules do apply when you've got something as strange as Solitons?

Chris Ealbeck : Yes,the Soliton is what scientists call a "nonlinear pulse" [see beffect.html, forecast.html, fuzzylog.html,2-worlds.html @nbci for "nonlinear" -LB],and that is difficult to describe but let me try.

Quentin Cooper :  Have a go!

Chris Ealbeck : (chuckles)  If you start with a small pulse,a water wave say,you throw a stone into the water,and you get a ripple,and if you throw a slightly bigger stone into the you'll get a slightly bigger ripple,and that's what we describe as a "linear" phenomenon,we change it a little bit,and the result changes.But if we throw a big stone in a canal then we get a Soliton,but if we throw an even bigger stone into the canal we can end up not just with a bigger Soliton,but perhaps two or three Solitons. So the rules have really changed that we can get a different number of Solitons,their heights and velocities and so on are all rather complicated functions of what the initial disturbance was.

Quentin Cooper :  But I mean ,okay I accept it's more complicated and I accept it's nonlinear but what is actually - can either of you say - what is actually going on here at a molecular level,or whatever,to actually explain this incredible wave that seems almost to be a super powered wave? It seems invulnerable.

[If I recall correctly two Solitons travelling in opposite directions can pass right through each other and out the other side with no loss of energy,I'm not sure if that's true -LB]

Chris Ealbeck :  We've got two effects I think. One is the dispersion that Alan was talking about,which is trying to spread it out,and the other is the nonlinearity which is trying to make it steeper,like a breaking wave on a beach,and the Soliton is a dynamic collection of these two things,one trying to break it up and the other trying to make it bigger and bigger,

[It is this kind of opposition of two competing things and feedback loops that gives rise to many of the "organised" or "ordered" structuring in the universe. The recent news of the reintroduction of Lambda into g= 8pi T,is similar in nature,in that an ordered "tuned" structure is the result of two competing effects.It's observations like this that create the notions of yin-yang and order/chaos and other "twoness" ideas in societies,in my opinion. People just don't know it's physics!  When there are two physical laws in competition,there is BOUND to be a point where they are evenly matched and ordered structures will result -LB]

and the two just cancel out nicely in the Soliton shape,and it just speeds along without changing,so it's a dynamic balance between two effects.

Quentin Cooper : Alan,you wanted to chip in on that?

Alan Boardman :  Well,I think in the optical sense that it's well known that when light goes into a material it slows down compared to it's speed in say outer space,

[Maybe it's worth remembering that light slows in a medium when considering the reintroduction of Lambda into Einstein's equation. The slowing of light was exactly what is required in the Albrecht/Magueijo theory -LB]

where there is no material,so material does slow it down,and so you could imagine that if you increase the power of this light,then the degree with which the light is slowed down is going to change,because the power of the light is going to move the atoms about rather vigorously.
It's like being at a party,where people are just slightly nudging each other,and then suddenly someone's flailing their arms around and you expect something different,a disturbance in other words,and so the light creates this possibility for the atoms to increase what is known as its refractive index,I think everybody at school would know what refractive index is,and so the increase in the index is proportional to the power,and once the power appears in the refractive index,then if you put that,in terms of the velocity of light,it will slow it down,and it's as simple as that.

Quentin Cooper : But there seems to be a key point in this,once you get over a certain stage,all bets are off? 

Alan Boardman :  Yes. 

Quentin Cooper : Or all bets under one set of rules are off?

Alan Boardman :  Well a light wave carries an electric field and if you increase the size of this electric field,it's like applying a huge internal voltage,inside the material and this will stretch the atoms enormously,and then they will ping back and this will cause a lot of trouble if you like inside the material,and this is what makes it nonlinear.

[I note here Alistair Fraser's observation that experts are resorting to animism in explanations -: http://www.ems.psu.edu/~fraser/BadScience.html ]

But I think there's a famous law,Hook's Law,of displacement,where the force..if you pull a pendulum to one side then the force bringing it back to equilibrium is proportional to the the displacement.
 If you pull the pendulum aside by a large angle,you cannot expect the thing just be proportional to the displacement,but it's proportional to maybe to some power of the displacement,and so nonlinear just means it's the square of something or the cube of something,that's involved in the laws,

[For chaotic pendulums see expmaths.html@nbci -LB]

and most teaching is done in linear physics it's very hard to do the mathematics once you include the squares and cubes.

Quentin Cooper :  I can see why physicists and other scientists may have been reluctant to accept the Soliton for a while,because it complicates the picture nicely for them! Chris Ealbeck we've talked about cables and crystals and canals,where else have Solitons been indefinitely identified?

Chris Ealbeck :  Well there are some more contentious areas where Solitons have been suggested,DNA is one of those,there were some experiments on radiation damage back in the 70s,at Harwell which showed that if you irradiated a segment of DNA it actually broke up in rather strange ways,and the only way the scientists could explain what was happening was that a Soliton was formed on the DNA,and energy from the initial radiation was travelling along the DNA until it met a weak spot,and then it broke it at a different place.So that was one place where Solitons were suggested.

Quentin Cooper :  Okay.Suggested but not certain?

Chris Ealbeck :  Nobody's actually proved that.

Quentin Cooper : Any others?

Chris Ealbeck :  There's a lot of other areas,for example,I'm trying to think of.... in string theory (see dimens.html@nbci) which is a modern theory for particle physics,it turned out that Soliton equations,exactly the same mathematics as Scott Russell was planning,those turn up in this very strange area called string theory.

[Would you have thought you could link a canal with cosmology? -LB]

And even the equations to describe how many Solitons you get from a pulse,that comes from quantum mechanics,so there's a whole connection in completely different areas of mathematics and physics where all these Solitons show up.

Quentin Cooper : And I've seen them suggested Alan,for magma in volcanoes,I've seen them suggested for blood flow [Check heart arrhythmia and Chaos also (mastring.html@nbci)-LB],I've seen it in suggestion with why the planets are where they are [See solarsys.html@nbci].

Alan Boardman :   Well I'm not too clear about the theory of the planets,but I know that on Jupiter for example the red spot on Jupiter is a Soliton [Ref J.Gleick "Chaos" p115] it's regarded as a Soliton.

[It's worth noting that the Red Spot along with whirlpools in oceans coalesce smaller eddies and so whether in fact two Solitons pass through each other may not be the case.If they do in fact do so,then the Red Spot is different in this regard,since it subsumes and integrates any other fluctuations. Equinox reporting on whirlpools showed that two whorls integrated into one larger whorl -LB]

This is a curious one,because it's a vortex.

[Ref : Video M3 RI Lecture "Quantum Vortices" - The lecture by a representative of one of the leading Japanese electronics firms showed that at the sub atomic level there are quantum vortices,like very tiny tornadoes.Again one wonders if the macro scale objects aren't products of the micro world,or possibly that the same laws govern throughout -LB]

Quentin Cooper : As I say yes,we've had waves and pulses so far but now we've got vortex,vortices as well.

Alan Boardman :  So we haven't strayed too far into this,but Solitons can have weird shapes as well,and they....and a vortex is also a Soliton and this is...if you look at the Red Spot on Jupiter,it's been there for 300 years,this means it's a stable entity,it's regarded as a Soliton,but the tiny little vortices caused by wind going round corners are in the linear domain and they tend to die away quite quickly which is what you expect from Solitons.

Quentin Cooper :  And now that we understand these things one of the big areas that they might turn out to be is to improve the computer chip?

Alan Boardman :  Well,if you stop using pulses,but use little beams of light as you get from a laser pointer,then you could imagine lots of little beams of light sitting on a very small chip and these would be quite stable,

[The guy in the RI lecture was thinking of exploiting quantum vortices for very high density magnetic storage media - LB]

and they could be used for optical switching and they can be used for computing and there's lots of applications for these,and they're like atoms of light and so now you can imagine building materials or building systems from light,because these are atoms,the Solitons are like atoms,but you can group all the Solitons together and form molecules of light and so you can start to build structures from light,which is a big surprise.

Quentin Cooper :  And very briefly how far away are we from building these structures of light?

Alan Boardman :   I think there are experimental groups in Florida and Italy doing this right now.

Quentin Cooper :  Professors Alan Boardman and Chris Ealbeck thanks....

Chris Ealbeck : Thank you.

Quentin Cooper :  ....and perhaps  a better understanding of the behaviour of Solitons in water is something else we have to take into account in understanding and predicting floods.

" And when the sand was gone in the time of life
In the naked dawn only a few survived,
And in the time to understand the the thing
So simple answer 
Believed that they were meant to live
After the deluge"

[The tune to "After the deluge" sounds like "Lost for Words" by Pink Floyd,I wonder if the Floyd guys scan be done for plagiarism? -LB]

What can be done before the deluge or afterwards to limit its likely consequences,to improve forecasting and forewarning and to control what happens when the "hard rain is gonna fall" or "the tide is high" or some other kind of inundation is imminent which isn't the title of a popular song,according to environment agency figures 5 million people in the UK live in flood risk areas,I'm one of them, [For risk see trans.html@nbci - cost6.rtf "Costing the Earth" -LB]
and yet when the waters start blocking roads and lapping at furniture as they did earlier this month in the South of England it always seems to come as a total shock.
Now given that this is a regularly occurring natural phenomenon,why aren't we better prepared?
Is the problem our limited ability to predict floods,our inability to defend against them or a stupidity in finding riverside property so desirable?
With me are Professor Ian Kluckie Director of the Water and Environmental Management Research Centre at the University of Bristol and Professor Chris Binney Deputy Chairman of Engineering Consultants Binney,Black and Veach and a former President of the Chartered Institute of Water and Environmental Management.
I suppose to most people,floods are when there's more water about than can be dealt with in the normal course of things. Is there a more scientific definition?

Ian Kluckie : Not really! It's a rainfall excess that can't be coped by way of free drainage.

Quentin Cooper : I liked mine better!

Ian Kluckie : Yes it sounds better! I think there's a link with,interestingly, the discussion on Solitons, because the things that drives floods is rainfall. Rainfall is distributed widely across a catchment,it's nonlinear,the relationship between rainfall and flow. It's slightly random [See random.html@nbci] or stochastic as we would say,so it's actually a difficult process to model, and convert to flow.

Quentin Cooper :  So I think what you're actually saying is that you're justifying why your job is so hard and you can't predict floods better?

Ian Kluckie : Yes absolutely!

Quentin Cooper :  Does the same go for you?

Chris Binney : Yes,we...I look more at the engineering end of this and we have computer models which in fact can model rainfall and the run off into the rivers,and we use those to predict what the future flood levels will be.

Quentin Cooper :  So Ian Kluckie,your area,your forecasting floods,delivering better warnings. Now,so what's the key data that you actually need? Rainfall for starters?

Ian Kluckie : Rainfall's a crucial thing,but again it's where it actually occurs that's important it's a highly distributed process,so if it rains on the steep ground,or on top of clay or ground that's already wet,all of these factors will really decide whether there's going to be a really fast flashy flood in mountainous areas or whether it's going to contribute to the build up of a  big flood further down the river system.

Quentin Cooper :  And what do you do with it,I mean you get data from lot's of rain gauges and presumably what radar as well an you put it all together do you?

Ian Kluckie :  Yeah,traditionally,we take data from rain gauges and river level gauges and flow meters and so on,and collect them into a central point in our country in the Environment Agency,increasingly we're using more sophisticated methods,which involves the use of satellites,where they look down on the top of cloud systems,and again interestingly we can exploit various bits of the electromagnetic spectrum to do this for us. At one end of the scale we can use visible parts of the spectrum and simply look at clouds and decide if it's very  very grey,there's a lot of moisture in the cloud,if it's very very white,there isn't.
We can use infra red to say which is cold and which is warmer,and cold cloud produces rain,and interestingly again,the link with you discussion on Solitons,most satellite based systems basically give you information on what we call a "1-bit level" it's rather like your previous discussion.In our terms it's "wet" or"dry" and it's rather difficult to get beyond that.

[One place where analogue might come in handy then -LB]

And so we then use ground-based techniques where we have radars on the ground that exploit the microwave part of the spectrum,by reflecting microwaves off individual raindrops,billions of them.

Quentin Cooper : But isn't the risk here you're going to end up with an inundation of information,I mean you've got to try and turn this into something fairly....you can't afford to come back in 6 months time with a detailed analysis and say "there's going to be a flood,oh,it happened 5 months ago".

Ian Kluckie :  No,that's absolutely right,there's a huge amount of information and it all has to be processed in flood forecasting terms,in what we call "real time" that means pretty fast and so hence my plea at the beginning in terms that it's actually quite a complex problem! (Quentin laughs)

Quentin Cooper :  Right but when you say in "real time" you're actually coming up with models that don't just say what's happening in the here and now,you're saying what might...is likely to happen in the near term future?

[If you can see the lengths that Ian goes to to predict a flood,and can still make errors,it's perhaps possible to see why future-telling is a load of dogs reproductive parts -LB]

Ian Kluckie :  Yes,absolutely.We're looking ahead and for some systems we can actually look a long way ahead,along way in flood terms might be 10-12 hours,but more typical in the UK,with very variable climate,we look for perhaps 6 hours ahead,in rainfall terms,when that rainfall is actually in the river we can then look much further ahead,because we're basing upon hydraulics,and flow will go down the river system,and it's dependent on how big the river system actually is.

[When the water gets into the river presumably it can make a Soliton! -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Okay,well get onto how that might be possible to improve,enhance that later,but I want to bring in Chris Binney here,because the other approach is to try and minimise the risk [See tnbg1.html@nbci] of floods by engineering solutions,so what's the basis for going about this?

Chris Binney : Right,we use river models like Ian was describing and what you have to do, is you have to calibrate those computer models against known rainfall events,so you take a historical rainfall event,and you put it through your computer model and down into the river and you see what levels it comes up with,and then you calibrate that model in order to come up with the actual water levels that have occurred in the river,you can...once you've established your model you can then take your design rainfall conditions,which maybe a 1 in 50 year flood or something like that,or certain...1 in 50 year with a tidal variation at the bottom of the river,and you can see what the result of that would be and then you can use that computer model to help you to design individual flood mitigation measures.

Quentin Cooper :  Like?

Chris Binney :  Well,if you've got a virgin area [Those are always good to start with -LB] you can put in things like sort of swales and infiltration ditches.

Quentin Cooper :  Swales? A former chairman of Manchester City,but I don't know what a swale is in any other context?

Chris Binney :  (laughs) Oh it's really an infiltration whereby as much as possible of the flow across the land actually infiltrates into the ground rather than running off into the river...

Quentin Cooper : Right.

Chris Binney : ....and it's known as substiantial urban drainage systems and these are what are going to be implemented much more in the future. But the chief ones are flood detention - lakes,ponds,barrages or whatever,which hold back the flood waters so that they don't continue on down the river.

Quentin Cooper : There's a trade - off here isn't there? Because if a place is only likely to get flooded once every hundred years or to use the less mathematical formulation,once in a blue moon,there's no point spending millions on flood combating techniques is there.

Chris Binney :  Right.

Quentin Cooper :  Whereas if something's going to get flooded every week,you think "Why on Earth are you living there in the first place?".

Chris Binney :  Right.You have to do economic cost benefit analysis,you have to see what the value of the property that would get flooded is,how often it would get flooded,what would be the economic damage from that,and then you compare that with the cost of the flood protection works,which you're having to put in order to provide that with a flood protection system.

Quentin Cooper : And are we getting more techniques now...because obviously there a lot of places around Britain,as we saw in the floods in Sussex and Kent very recently which are very close to rivers and when those rivers flood,there are going to be problem,are there things that can be done in the local town? I mean can you have...you've mentioned better ditches,but can you come up with better kinds of pavement to get rid of the water?

Chris Binney :  You (exhales)...well once you've got into the town,it's difficult to get rid of it...

Quentin Cooper :  So the main thing is to stop it getting there?

Chris Binney : ....getting there in the first place,you...it's very expensive to add high...er larger drainage systems in towns,that's a very expensive way of dealing with things.

Quentin Cooper :   Okay,well let me ask you the question that you've just posed then,so if you do want to have... stop the water getting to towns,if you've got a town that's known to be in a flood risk area,where you do know there's a reasonable risk of a flood once every 30 years shall we say,is there anything you can do to low..to take it off that flood danger list?

Chris Binney :  Yes,you can put a flood detention barrage damn up stream and there was one done for Tunbridge it's the Lye barrage. I think you noticed that in the recent floods, Tunbridge was an area which was very much a rainfall area but there was the Lye barrier which had been built upstream and that was a large area of agricultural land which ...with the barrier at the bottom end and the flood water that should've...would've flooded Tunbridge was held back in that barrier and then released slowly down the river so that Tunbridge didn't flood,and it worked!

Quentin Cooper :  It worked.I mean.Ian Kluckie I suppose a factor in this is that we..don't we have amnesia? If there hasn't been a flood in recent memory,then that looks to be a lovely patch of grass just right there by the river and let's all go an build some houses on it?

Ian Kluckie : I think that's absolutely right,I mean in many other areas we talk about a "corporate memory" and it applies to flood forecasters as well as well as planners,and the fact is we're dealing with risks. We often talk in flood terms of protecting a town to perhaps a level of once in 100 years,but the thing that we can guarantee is that will be exceeded at some point,it maybe exceeded 3 times in a row,since these sorts of events tend to cluster [That's what people don't get about chance and risk -LB].
The difficulty I think is,is deciding to what level do we actually design our systems to protect? And if they are very successful,then people forget that they are living within a protected zone,and when a problem does occur we have chaos.

Quentin Cooper :  Or when of course,the cluster just hasn't happened,that the cluster has been a long time back and there just simply hasn't been a flood for a long time.

Ian Kluckie :That's it absolutely.

Chris Binney :  I think it's a very important thing in fact,there's a lot of development in the flood plain already,which is expensive to actually protect against. One of the things which I believe that there should be is a presumption against further development in the flood plain and I think that the government should actually implement that. I think that where there are new developments elsewhere,then that should make sure that they don't increase the flooding in the river downstream of them. There's one of the aspects is climate change,it's going to be making the flooding in rivers worse in the future,over the period of time.

Quentin Cooper :  So what you're saying is therefore a place that might have been designated a once in a 100 years flood if the climate changes, a once in a 100 year flood might start happening once every 20 years?

Chris Binney :  20 years,yes.Towards the end of the century that might well happen. So we've got to start considering that. At the moment,flood defence takes no account...fluvial flood defence in rivers,takes no account of climate change.

Quentin Cooper :  So what...in practical terms though say it seems to me,optimistic that you're suddenly going to change the nature of planning in this country and suddenly stop all building in flood plains,but let's say you get away with that one,you're still stuck with all these people living in these flood areas,so two stages - one,what can you do to better protect them,and then two I want to ask you Ian what we can do to actually give them better warnings.

Chris Binney :  Well one of the things...people themselves can find out whether or not they are in a flood plain by looking at the Environment Agency maps which have been produced, they are indicative at the moment,they are going to be improved,so they get an idea about that,and we need more funding for flood protection schemes. At the moment it is seriously underfunded by government.

Quentin Cooper :   And is that because it's one of those things that only occurs once in a blue moon and then you can forget about it again.Fine.Okay and Ian what can we do to improve your forecasting,so it's not just 12 hours and get out of the house,but 7 days and please change...please remove all your furniture?

Ian Kluckie : Yes I think we're going to have certain changes in technology. The primary problem is forecasting the rain and so it's on the meteorology side,that's getting better and better but it's still profoundly difficult we're dealing essentially with chaotic [see beffect.html@nbci] motions and so there are limitations on what is in the realms of the possible,so we're going to be living with managing floods,never removing them,that's  a fundamental thing,and bear in mind,we've been doing that since the ice age,so we've had tremendous variability over the last 12 thousand years,so variability isn't new,and the variability we've actually experienced has actually been bigger than the variability we're currently expecting.

Quentin Cooper :  It's just strange that given we've been living with it since the ice age,we still choose to go and live by rivers!

Ian Kluckie :  Correct! (laughter)

Quentin Cooper : Well Professors Ian Kluckie and Chris Binney,your cups runneth over,but I think we'd better not carry on too much longer or we'll all end up swamping PM and I don't think there's any kind of flood warning for that one.
Well,next week we'll be investigating the physics that lies behind one of the natural world's most spectacular light shows,and the one I'm most desperate to see,the Aurora Borealis,and we'll also look at why the fly's immune system,might turn out to be the key to a new generation of antibiotics.
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